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Simple Plan - Your Love Is a Lie
Tom: Ab

   O violão está afinado 1/2 tom abaixo, portanto postei o
riff inicial com as duas afinações

SOLO 1 (Afinação normal em E )

B |x-x-x-x-----1---1-----------4------------------------------
--|
G |x-x-x-x---1-------1-------5-------------8-------------7----
--|
D |x-x-x-x-----------------6-------------8---8---------8------
--|
A |x-x-x-x-----------------------------6-------6-----8--------
--|
E |x-x-x-x-1-----------1-4-----------6-----------6-6----------
--|

SOLO 2 (Afinação normal, mais ou menos assim...)

B |-----------------------------------------------------------
--|

B |-----------------------------------------------------------
--|

B |-----------------------------------------------------------
--|

Obs.: - A parte abafada (-x-) é apenas para simular o som do
chimbau.
      - A afinação normal é uma adaptação que pode ser feita,
mas o certo é a afinação em Eb.
      - As / são para representar o slide da guitarra

Começa SOLO 1 (2x) e continua tocando...

 Fm                   Ab
I fall asleep by the telephone.
 Eb                         Bb         Fm
It's two o'clock and I'm waiting up alone.
          Ab               Eb                Bb
Tell me, where have you been? (where have you been)
 Fm                   Ab
I found a note with another name.
 Eb                    Bb                       Fm
You blow a kiss but it just don't feel the same.
            Ab                Eb                    Bb
'Cuz I can feel that you're gone. (feel that you're gone)

(Para o SOLO e começa os Power Chords)

 Db                               Eb
I can't bite my tongue forever, while you try to play it cool.
 Db                                     C
You can hide behind your stories, but don't take me for a
fool!

         Fm                  Ab       Eb           Bb
You can tell me that there's nobody else (but I feel it!)
         Fm                   Ab            Eb           Bb
You can tell me that you're home by yourself (but I see it!)

         Db         Ab        Eb           Bb         Db
Eb
You can look into my eyes and pretend all you want, but I
know, I know
                 (SOLO 1)
Your love is just a... lie! (Lie! Lie!)
      (SOLO 1)
It's nothing but a lie! (Lie! Lie!)

(Continua SOLO 1...)

 Fm          Ab
You look so innocent,
 Eb                   Bb
But the guilt in your voice gives you away.
 Fm          Ab           Eb            Bb
Yeah, you know what I mean (know what I mean)
 Fm                                Ab
How does it feel when you kiss when you know that I trust you
 Eb                        Bb
And do you think about me when he fucks you?
 Fm          Ab           Eb            Bb
Could you be more obscene? (be more obscene)

(Para o SOLO e começa os Power Chords)

 Db                              Eb
So don't try to say you're sorry, or try to make it right.
 Db                                            C
And don't waste your breath because it's too late, it's too
late!

         Fm                   Ab       Eb           Bb
You can tell me that there's nobody else (but I feel it!)
         Fm                   Ab            Eb           Bb
You can tell me that you're home by yourself (but I see it!)
         Db         Ab         Eb           Bb         Db
Eb
You can look into my eyes and pretend all you want, but I
know, I know
                     Fm      Ab      Eb      Bb
Your love is just a lie! (Lie! Lie!)
                     Fm      Ab      Eb      Bb
It's nothing but a lie! (Lie! Lie!)
                       (SOLO 2)
You're nothing but a lie...

         Fm                   Ab       Eb           Bb
You can tell me that there's nobody else (but I feel it!)
         Fm                   Ab            Eb           Bb
You can tell me that you're home by yourself (but I see it!)
         Db         Ab          Eb          Bb           Db
Eb
You can look into my eyes and pretend all you want, but I
know, I know
                   Db      Eb
Your love is just a lie! (But I know) I know
                  Fm          Ab           Eb
You're nothing but a lie! (Lie) Lie! (Lie)
            Bb     Fm         Ab           Eb
Your nothing but a lie! (Lie) Lie! (Lie)
     Bb              Fm
Your love is just a lie!

Obs: - Ouça a música que fica mais facil de tocar pq o ritmo
muda.
     - Os " 5" Significam que são Powercords.
     - Espero que gostem! Bom treino

Acordes
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